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Abstract
Some patients with obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) do not respond to
conventional treatments, including serotonin reuptake inhibitors (40 to 60%) and cognitive
behavior therapy (20 to 40%). Although there are many efforts to describe the clinical features
of these treatment refractory OCD patients, current findings are very inconsistent. In this study,
we compared 23 patients with refractory OCD to 26 patients with OCD who have responded to
conventional treatments. We found that higher severity, the presence of sexual/religious
content of obsessive-compulsive symptoms, lower socio-economic status and higher scores of
Family Accommodation Index were the most relevant factors associated to conventional
treatment refractory OCD. Other factors associated to OCD refractoriness were: marital status
(having no spouse), lower education level, unemployment, chronic course, worse quality of life
according to SF-36, higher severity since the beginning of OCD according to Psychiatric State
Rating. Further longitudinal studies are needed to investigate these variables prospectively.

Key words: Obsessive-compulsive disorder, Treatment, predictive factors of response.

Introduction
Despite the proven effectiveness of cognitive-behavioral therapy and serotonin
reuptake inhibitors (SRIs) in the treatment of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), as
about 20% (1,2) to 40% (3-5) of patients do not respond to adequate trials with these
treatment strategies respectively. These findings led to several studies trying to identify
predictors of treatment response.
Factors that were already shown to be of potential value in predicting worse
treatment response in OCD include: early Onset of OCS (6-9), lack of a partner (10),
chronic course of obsessive-compulsive symptoms (OCS) (11,12), presence or high score
on sexual/religious dimension (13,14), presence of Hoarding (15-18), Somatic obsessions
(8,19), poorer insight (8,19), psychiatric comorbidity (e.g.: Bipolar Disorder, Eating
Disorder and Schizotypal, Borderline and Paranoid Personality Disorders) (10,20-23),
family history of tic disorder (10,24) , lack of family history (8), higher severity of
OCD(24), and absence of sensory phenomena (10).
Jenike and Rauch (1994) termed “treatment-resistant” the individuals with OCD
who do not respond satisfactory to any first line therapy trial, and “treatment-refractory”
those patients with OCD who, despite being treated with all available therapeutic
alternatives, do not show a satisfactory reduction in the severity of symptoms (4). Most
current studies compare treatment resistant cases and responders (5,10,20,23-28). This
study compares treatment refractory OCD cases with treatment responders with the aim of
investigating which factors reported above are associated to refractoriness.
Early identification of socio-demographic and clinical predictors of treatment
refractoriness may save patients lengthy trials that are unlikely to be effective and steer
treatment toward modalities that have higher probabilities of succeeding.

METHODS
Patients
OCD patients (according to DSM-IV criteria) were consecutively recruited from
three reference centers: 1) the obsessive-compulsive spectrum disorders clinic at Hospital
Presidente Vargas (n=36), 2) the anxiety disorders clinic at Hospital das Clínicas Universidade Federal do Rio Grande do Sul (n=6) [both centers located in the city of Porto
Alegre], and 3)the OCD clinic (PROTOC), at the Institute of Psychiatry, Hospital das
Clinicas - Universidade de São Paulo (n=7) [in the city of São Paulo]. Patients did not
differ in terms of treatment refractoriness and response as to their origin of recruitment
(χ2=4,229; p=0,121). Inclusion criteria comprised: (1) age between 18 and 65 years old, (2)
OCD as the most significant current psychiatric diagnosis, (3) absence of general medical
or neurological disease. All patients have provided a written informed consent before
entering the study, approved by the local ethics committee.
We defined refractory OCD by the following criteria: 1) less than 25% decrease of
the initial Y-BOCS scores or less than a minimal improvement on CGI, after treatment with
first line drugs, 2) at least 3 therapeutic trials with first line drugs (clomipramine included
necessarily), for 16 weeks each, with maximum recommended or tolerated doses, 3) at least
one pharmacological augmentation strategy (including other SRIs or neuroleptics), 4) at
least 20 hours of cognitive-behavioral therapy (exposure and response prevention). A given
patient was considered a treatment responder if, after treated by any conventional therapy:
1) the patient displayed at least a 35% decrease in the initial YBOCS scores or 2) the
patient was considered to be better or much better on the CGI, and 3) the improvement was

maintained for at least one year. The refractory group was composed by 23 patients and the
responder group by 26.
Assessment
The following instruments were employed for the evaluation of our patients with
OCD:
1) Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I

Disorders. A chapter on

Impulse Control Disorders not otherwise classified was included (29),
2) Structured Interview for Personality Disorders of DSM-IV (30). It was applied by
at least 2 interviewers at the same time, with a consensus drawn afterwards,
3) Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (YBOCS) and Symptom Checklist for
the assessment of Obsessions and Compulsions. Applied by a blind rater (31,32),
4) Dimensional Yale-Brown Obsessive-Compulsive Scale (DYBOCS). It includes a
self-report and expert clinician ratings. This instrument measures the severity for each of
six symptom dimensions (contamination/cleaning, hoarding, symmetry, aggressive,
sexual/religious, and miscellaneous). Innovative features include the joint consideration of
obsessions and compulsions in assessing the severity of each domain, separation of specific
forms of checking, repetition and mental rituals into discrete dimensions, and inclusion of
avoidance in measures of severity. The list of symptoms was self-reported, and confirmed
later on with an interviewer (33),
5) Yale Global Tics Severity Scale (YGTSS) for the assessment of vocal and motor
tics (34),
6) Brown Assessment of Beliefs Scale (BABS), which measure the patient’s
conviction and insight about the obsessions (35). Applied by a blind rater,

7) Family Accommodation Scale (36), constituted by questions on family
accommodation to the patient’s obsessive-compulsive symptoms, family distress, reaction
of the patients when the family resists to accommodate. Applied by a blind rater,
8) Hamilton Anxiety (HAMA-14 items) and Depression Scales (HAMD-21 items)
(37,38). Applied by a blind rater,
10) Structured Interview for Socio-demographic data of OCD Clinic (PROTOCUSP). It was developed to gather personal aspects of OCD patients, including identification
data, marital status, occupation, educational status, psychiatric treatments, family history,
socio-economic classification and epigenetic factors,
11) OCD course visual instrument, a self-report instrument that consists of 5
graphics with possible courses for OCS,
12) Psychiatric Status Ratings (PSR), which measures the severity of OCS for 4
periods of patients’ life: sub-clinical, clinical, worse episode and current episode. It also
collects information about the onset of the OCS (abrupt or insidious) (39),
13) Medical Outcomes Study 36 – Item Short-Form Health Survey (SF-36), a selfreport instrument which consists of 36 questions, divided in 8 dimensions which reflect
quality of life (40).
Whenever possible (3 patients had to be interviewed at home because of their
symptoms severity), the raters were blind to the type of response exhibited by the patient.
Statistical analysis
Student's t test or Mann-Whitney test were used to compare continuous variables.
Continuous variables were tested for its variance homogeneity. Chi-square test with Yates's
correction or Fisher's exact test was used to compare categorical variables. A stepwise

logistic regression was employed to find factors associated to refractoriness, controlling
confounding variables. Variables entered on the model were those with p ≤ 0,10 on
univariate analysis and that were intrinsic to OCD phenomenology or those considered
relevant for clinical practice). The statistical significance level chosen was 5%. Statistical
Package for Social Science for Windows, 10.0 version (SPSS 10.0) was used to analyze
data.
Results
As expected based on the patient recruitment criteria, more patients of the refractory
group: 1) have performed Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (all of the refractory group and
19(73,1%) of the responder group; Fisher’s Exact Test, p=0,011); have been hospitalized
(15(65,2%) patients of the refractory group and 6 (23,1%) of the responder group (χ2=7,21;
p=0,007)); and have been submitted to eletroconvulsivetherapy (4 (17,4%) patients of the
refractory group and 1(3,8%) patient of the responder group (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=0,17)).
The mean (SD) YBOCS total score of the refractory group was 27,82 (6,09) while for
responder group it was 17,42 (7,74) (t=5,03; p<0,001), the mean (SD) YBOCS obsessions
subscale score was 13,64 (2,98) for refractory group and 8,67 (4,47) for the responders
(t=4,39; p<0,001), the mean (SD) YBOCS compulsions subscale score was 14,18 (4,00) for
refractory group and 8,75 (4,29) for the responder group (t=4,43; p<0,001). The mean (SD)
DYBOCS total score for the refractory group was 21,65 (4,26) and for the responder group
it was 14,69 (4,42) (t=5,60; p<0,001).
The mean (SD) severity of anxiety and depression symptoms were higher for
refractory group: HAMA=13,7 (5,37) for the refractory group versus 7,54 (4,72) for the

responder group (t=4,27;p<0,001), and HAMD=13,3 (5,21) for the refractory group versus
6,89 (3,77) for the responder group (t=4,98; p<0,001).
The quality of life measured by MOS SF-36 showed worse mean (SD) scores for
refractory group on 3 dimensions: vitality=36,91 (21,99) for refractory versus 54,61 (18,27)
for responder group (t=3,017; p=0,004); social aspects=37,50 (24,04) for refractory versus
68,85 (21,26) for responder group (t=4,74; p<0,001); and mental health=33,91 (16,13) for
refractory versus 57,54 (16,08) for responder group (t=5,00; p<0,001).
In addition, comparing the groups according to the use of lifetime used psychiatric
medication, it was observed that all the patients were treated at least once in their life with a
serotonergic agent. Twenty-two (96%) patients of the refractory group and 12 (46%) of the
responder group used antipsychotic agents (Fisher's Exact Test, p<0.001), 17 (74%) of the
refractory group and 8 (31%) of the responder group used mood stabilizers (χ2=9,09;
p=0,004), 14 (61%) of the refractory and 7 (27%) of the responder group used tricyclics
(χ2=5,74; p=0,022). No differences were found on benzodiazepines and noradrenergic
agents. These findings reflect the current severity of OCD and associated features and their
impact on the patients’ life, and provide further validity for the entry criteria used for the
refractory group.
A detailed account of the general socio-demographic data, patterns of comorbidity,
types of OCD symptoms, and clinical aspects and severity scales is given in the Tables 1, 2,
3 and 4 respectively. Table 1 shows that the refractory group patients more frequently are
single or have no spouse, are unemployed, belong to a lower social-economic class and
have a tendency to have lower education level. Table 2 shows that there were no
differences according to all Axis I and Axis II psychiatric comorbidities investigated

between the two groups. Frequency comparison of the content of obsessive-compulsive
symptoms according to the YBOCS and DYBOCS are described in Table 3. The groups did
not differ in frequencies of OCS according to YBOCS, but according to the DYBOCS the
refractory patients showed more frequently sexual/religious content of OCS. Table 4
interestingly shows higher frequency of chronic course, earlier age of OCD treatment onset,
and higher Family Accommodation Index for the refractory group. Surprisingly the period
of time between the age of OCS onset and the treatment onset showed a tendency to be
shorter for the refractory group.

Insert TABLE 1, TABLE 2, TABLE 3 and TABEL 4 about here.

According to Psychiatric State Rating, when OCS were sub-clinic (when OCS
started, with no interference on functioning or discomfort to the patient) there was a
tendency of a higher severity of OCS for refractory patients (t=1,75; p=0,086). When OCS
become discomfortable and start to interfere on functioning, refractory patients have higher
severity of the disease (t=3,879; p<0,001). At the worse period of OCS, there were no
differences between groups (t=1,529; p=0,133). As expected, current severity of OCS is
higher for refractory than respondent patients (t=8,669; p<0,001).
Analyzing the frequency of at least one sensory phenomena we found no differences
between the refractory and the responder group (n=20 (86,9%) versus n=22 (88,0%),
Fisher’s Exact Test, p=0,57). No differences were also found when comparing the
following specific sensory phenomena: autonomic anxiety (χ2Yates =0,99; p=0,32), mental
sensation (χ2Yates=0,00; p=1,00), body sensation (χ2Yates=0,00; p=1,00), “just right”

(χ2Yates=0,00; p=0,96), emptiness (Fisher’s Exact Test, p=0,70), energy (Fisher’s Exact
Test, p=0,45), and “urges” (χ2Yates=0,29; p=0,59).
To verify the association of the significant variables (p≤0,10) of the univariate
analysis with refractoriness condition (dependent variable), we performed 2 stepwise
logistic regression analysis (enter probability of 0,05 and exit probability of 0,10). For the
first model we entered the following OCD intrinsic factors (intrinsic factors are those that
exclusively depend on the phenomenology of OCD): OCS symptom severity according to
YBOCS, period of time between OCD onset and treatment onset, course of OCS, and
presence of sexual/religious dimension according to DYBOCS symptoms checklist. For the
second model we entered the following OCD extrinsic factors (extrinsic factors are those
that are not inherent to the phenomenology of OCD): marital status, education level,
occupation, socio-economic level and Family Accommodation Index. Other variables were
not included because of its colinearity with OCS severity and/or Family Accommodation
Index. The table below (Table 5) presents logistic regression final analysis results, after 2
steps. As it can be seen, the severity according to YBOCS and the presence of
sexual/religious dimension according to DYBOCS and lower socio-economic level and
higher scores of Family Accommodation stayed at the regression model as the principal
aspects related to OCD refractoriness.

Insert Table 5 here
Discussion
Different than previous studies, we used a more strict criteria for refractoriness, which
in this study was partially validated by findings such as higher OCS severity according to

YBOCS or DYBOCS, higher severity of depressive and anxious symptoms, worse quality of
life according to SF-36 found in the refractory group. Likewise, our responder group included
only patients with at least one year of consistent measures of treatment improvement. This
strategy may be more reliable in finding distinct subgroups in terms of treatment response.
However, our attempt to find more divergent subgroups could not preclude the fact that current
responders could change to refractory cases in the future. This study has also the merit of
testing a vast array of variables associated to the OCD clinical expression, including some new
symptom related instruments (e.g.: DYBOCS) and epigenetic factors which were not used
before.
Our study found that higher severity according to YBOCS, the presence of
sexual/religious content of OCS according to DYBOCS, lower socio-economic level and
higher scores of Family Accommodation Index were the most relevant factors associated to
conventional treatment refractory OCD. Other factors associated to OCD refractoriness were:
marital status (having no spouse), lower education level, unemployment, chronic course, worse
quality of life according to SF-36, higher severity since the beginning of OCD according to
Psychiatric State Rating.
The sexual/religious dimension (according to the DYBOCS) found more frequently
in our refractory group was also associated with worse response in previous studies (13,14).
Mataix-Cols et al (2002) found that, after controlling for symptom severity, higher scores
on the 'sexual/religious obsessions' factor predicted poorer outcome with behavioral therapy
(14). Although our findings agree with the studies above, there are no evidences on
literature on how sexual or religious content of OCS could explain refractoriness. The
expression of religious obsessions seems not to be related to cultural influences (41).

Currently, there have been 11 factor-analytic studies published suggesting that these
OCD symptom dimensions are valid and reliable constructs and fairly consistent and
temporally stable (17,22,41-49). Furthermore, recent neuroimaging studies have provided
additional support for the validity of these factors: different patterns of activation have been
observed for different OC symptom dimensions (50), leading to the hypothesis that the
heterogeneous phenomenology of OCD could be mediated by different neuroanatomical
structures. According to this model, the different symptoms of OCD could be a
consequence of particular forms and levels of involvement of cortico-striatal circuits. It
would explain, for example, why distinctive symptoms occur alone or in combination to
other symptoms at a same patient, why would be a correlation of certain sub-types of
symptoms and comorbid disorders, and why patients with the same type of symptom could
become refractory to treatment.
Our sample evinced significant differences for all scores of Calvocoresi’s family
accommodation scale (36). The participation of relatives on patients’ symptoms and the family
modification of functioning due to OCS compose what Calvocoresi called Family
Accommodation Index (FAI). When the relative does a ritual together with the patient, it
reinforces the patient’s symptom. The Family Distress Index (FDI) refers directly to the
distress that OCD offers to the relatives. In our study it is higher in the refractory group. The
patients’ reactions when relatives do not participate on compulsions and rituals contributes to
accommodate family to OCS, and also for this factor, the refractory group had higher scores.
Guedes (2002), evaluating 26 OCD patients, found that all their families had some degree of
family accommodation. There was a positive correlation between FAI and severity of YBOCS
scores (r=0,41;p=0,003) (52). This correlation was also found in our study (r=0,709; p<0,001).

Our study showed that relatives of patients of the responder group have mild family
accommodation, and relatives of refractory patients have serious accommodation (U=64,5;
p<0,001). In our sample, most (76,9%) families of responders were in the none/mild level of
accommodation versus only 14,3% of the families of refractory patients. Contrasting, in the
other extreme, we found half (52,4%) of families of refractory patients on the severe/extreme
level, and only 3,8% of families of responders’ patients.
The higher levels of FAI may lead to a worse performance on Cognitive-Behavioral
Therapy techniques (53). The influence of family accommodation over CBT could be
explained by the fact that the family members respond adaptively by engaging in problem
solving with the patient or maladaptively by becoming over-involved or frustrated, angry, and
rejecting. Maladaptive reactions provoke more stress in the patient, leading to more symptoms
and eventual relapse. Some evidence supports a negative effect of hostility, emotional overinvolvement, and criticism perceived by the patient on behavioral treatment outcome. Family
accommodation, as mentioned above, predicted poorer family functioning and more severe
OCD symptoms after behavioral treatment (53). Conversely, the phenomenon of
accommodation could be also secondary of more severe and/or complex cases. Further welldesigned studies are needed to better understand this association .
We found a trend to statistical difference between groups in terms of educational
level (p=0,054). Patients of the refractory group came from a lower social-economic class
than responders (p=0,015). Refractory patients, in general, have no spouses, comparing to
responders (p=0,037). As Steketee et al. (1999) pointed out married OCD patients had
twice a chance of presenting partial remission of symptoms in a five-year period,

comparing to singles (54). Those findings agree with initial results of our group, when
being married or having a spouse is associated to a better improvement degree (10).
It seems thus that refractory OCD patients have reduced productivity, resulting in
smaller wages, probably posing a huge economic burden to patients and their families,
employers, and society. Our results agree with Stein et al (1996), suggesting that OCD (and
specially refractory OCD) causes significant morbidity, leading to clear distress and
interference with social, academic and occupational function (55). Lower social status is a
consequence. Burden associated to refractory OCD should be better investigated.
In our sample, 42 (85,4%) patients, 21 refractory (90,9%) and 21 responders
(80,8%), presented some kind of lifetime psychiatric comorbidity. These prevalences are
comparable to the literature, where the most prevalent lifetime psychiatric comorbidities
are major depression (57,1%), simple phobia (52,4%), social phobia (40,5%) and tics
(19,0%) (56,57).
Eating disorders (ED) tended to be more prevalent in refractory patients (p=0,088).
It must be stressed that we did not find any ED diagnosis at the respondent group, which
makes an interpretation difficult. ED patients would be ego-sintonic, with OCS, more
frequently, related to symmetry, order and arrangement (58), aggression obsessions and,
less frequently, related to pathological doubts or cleaning/washing compulsions (59). OCD
patients, otherwise, would present more wide and complex OCS dimensions (58). It could
be argued that ED and OCD comorbidity could make OCD refractory due to poor insight or
to overvalued ideas that ED offers to the person’s cognitive process. Shavitt et al. (2003)
confirmed that a higher number of comorbid psychiatric disorders was related to a worse
response to clomipramine. She also found that the number of comorbid disorders has no
parallelism with OCD severity (r=0,119; p=0,463) (10). Other way, our study evinces that

the presence and number of comorbidities did not seem to be related to refractoriness.
Sample size probably was too small to evince the expected difference between groups (type
II error).
Refractory patients had a more chronic course and responders, more frequently, an
intermittent course. Hollander et al (2002) found that refractory OCD patients in 90% of the
time have a chronic course of the disease (versus 70% of responders) (24). Ravizza et al
(1997) concluded that chronic course was associated with earlier onset, longer duration of
illness, male gender, more severe compulsions and more family history of psychiatric
disorders (60).
Our results of Psychiatric State Rating suggest that refractory patients, beyond a
more chronic course, have more severe OCS since the onset, even before meeting OCD
criteria. The higher severity of OCD since the beginning turns the patients less productive
on emotional, social and professional aspects as mentioned above, which may contribute
for a worse treatment response.
In our sample, the mean age at the onset of the treatment is lower for refractory
patients than responders (p=0,002). Responders had a trend to remain a mean of 5 years
more without treatment (p=0,08) when compared to refractory patients. As opposed to what
we expected, no differences were found between groups for the difference of age of first
treatment and age of OCD onset. Maybe age of onset is not itself a refractoriness predictive
factor. Its influence could be modulated by other variables (family history, OCS severity,
OCD course and interaction with environmental aspects: family accommodation).
Refractory patients may seek treatment earlier either because OCD itself starts more severe
or due to secondary depressive and anxious symptoms.

Limitations of this study include the sample size and inherent bias of a case-control
design. That is, several variables associated with the refractory group, such as lower economic
status, lower education level, having no spouse and unemployment could be in fact secondary
to the severity of the condition itself. Future prospective studies are necessary to investigate
whether or not some of these variables are true risk factor for refractoriness. Nevertheless, the
findings reported above corroborate for the importance of early treatment interventions in OCD
associated with social and family approaches to avoid negative influences of the disease in the
development of the individual (avoiding lower education, and difficulties in work) as well as
maladaptative behaviors of the family in dealing with patients symptoms. In addition,
symptoms such sexual/religious obsessions in OCD patients may consist of an alert for
clinicians to establish a more comprehensive treatment to avoid future refractoriness.
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Table

Table 1 - Socio-demographic variables possibly associated to OCD refractoriness.

Male
Caucasian
Marital status
(no spouse)
Occupation
(unemployed)
Socio-economic classification
Class A
Class B
Class C
Class D
Current age

Refractory
(N=23)
N(%)
12(52,2)
21(91,3)

Responder
(N=26)
N(%)
10(38,5)
24(92,3)

18(78,3)

5(19,2)

6,62

0,037

14(60,9)

6(23,1)

5,04

0,025

1(4,3)
5(21,7)
14(60,9)
3(13,0)
Mean (SD)
35,22(10,74)

2(7,7)
13(50,0)
11(42,3)
0(0,0)
Mean (SD)
41,35(11,45)

7,09**

0,069

t
1,918

p
0,061

Analysis
p
χ2 Yates
0,456
0,499
*
1,00

4 (2;4;6)
6 (4;6;7)
***
0,054
Education level
* Fisher’s Exact Test; ** Pearson χ2; ***Mann-Whitney Test (U=204,5)- Median level and quartiles are presented; SD,
Standard Deviation; OCD, Obsessive-compulsive Disorder.

Table 2- Comparison of Axis I and II psychiatric comorbidities between refractory and responder OCD
groups of patients.
Refractory

Responder

(n=23)

(n=26)

N(%)

N(%)

χ2Yates

p

Substance use and abuse

5 (21,7)

4 (15,4)

*

0,716

Schizophrenia

2 (8,7)

0 (0)

*

0,215

Bipolar Disorder

0 (0)

1 (3,8)

*

1,00

Major Depression

17 (73,9)

17 (65,4)

0,11

0,737

Anxiety Disorders

9 (39,1)

12 (46,2)

0,04

0,836

Social Phobia

3 (13,0)

4 (15,4)

*

1,00

Simple Phobia

1 (4,3)

5 (19,2)

*

0,194

Panic/Agoraphobia

2 (8,7)

4 (15,4)

*

0,67

Generalized Anxiety

3 (13,0)

2 (7,7)

*

0,655

Pos-Traumatic Stress Disorder

2 (8,7)

1 (3,8)

*

0,594

Eating Disorders

3 (13,0)

0(0)

*

0,096

Tricothilomania / Skin Picking

4 (17,4)

4 (15,4)

*

1,00

0 (0)

1 (3,8)

*

1,00

4 (17,4)

1 (3,8)

*

0,173

Tics Disorder

1(4,3)

3(11,5)

*

0,608

Personality Disorders

7(31,8)

8(30,8)

0,08

0,775

Cluster A

3(13,05)

4(15,3)

*

1,00

Paranoid

1(4,35)

3(11,5)

*

0,612

Schizoid

2(8,70)

1(3,8)

*

0,594

1(4,35)

1(3,8)

*

1,00

1(4,35)

0

*

0,469

0(0)

1(3,8)

*

1,00

10(43,5)

8(30,8)

0,39

0,533

Evitative

4(17,4)

3(11,5)

*

0,692

Dependent

3(13,04)

1(3,8)

*

0,33

Anancastic

3(13,04)

4(15,4)

*

1,00

17(77,3)

14(53,8)

1,93

0,165

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

t

p

2,41(1,26)

1,92(1,20)

1,372

0,177

Analysis

Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity
Disorder
Tourette Disorder

Cluster B
Hystrionic
Narcisist
Cluster C

Till 1 psychiatric comorbidity

Number of Axis I comorbidities
Legend: * Fisher Test; SD, Standart Deviation.

Table 3- Frequency comparison of obsessive-compulsive symptoms sub-types according to YBOCS
and DYBOCS.
Refractory

Responders

(N=23)

(N=26)

N(%)

N(%)

χ2Yates

p

Agressivity

20(95,2)

19(76,0)

*

0,11

Contamination

16(76,2)

17(68,0)

0,08

0,775

Sexual content

8(38,1)

9(36,0)

0,03

0,87

Hoarding

5(23,8)

9(36,0)

0,33

0,566

Religiosity

11(52,4)

15(60,0)

0,05

0,825

Symmetry

15(71,9)

14(56,0)

0,6

0,44

Somatic content

9(42,9)

11(44,0)

0,05

0,825

21(100)

21(84,0)

*

0,11

Cleaning/washing

17(80,9)

17(68,0)

0,43

0,51

Checking

16(76,2)

23(92,0)

*

0,22

Repetition

18(85,7)

18(72,0)

*

0,31

Counting

9(42,9)

7(28,0)

0,55

0,457

Ordering/arrangement

9(42,9)

13(52,0)

0,10

0,747

Hoarding

5(23,8)

9(36,0)

0,33

0,566

Other contents

20(95,2)

21(84,0)

*

0,36

Agressivity dimension

18(81,8)

15(57,7)

1,269

0,26

Sexual/religious dimension

16(72,7)

10(38,5)

4,112

0,043

Simetry/order dimension

18(81,8)

19(73,1)

0,000

1,00

Contamination/cleaning dimension

19(86,4)

16(61,5)

*

0,202

Hoarding dimension

5(22,7)

10(38,5)

0,341

0,559

Other contents dimension

20(90,9)

20(76,9)

*

0,472

YBOCS - Obsessions of:

a

Other contents
YBOCS – Compulsions of:

DYBOCS

Analysis

a

b

Legend- * Fisher Test; a-Refractory=21 and Responder=25; b-Refractory=22 and responders=26; YBOCS, Yale-Brown
Obsessive-compulsive Scale; DYBOCS, Dimensional Yale-Brown Obsessive-compulsive Scale.

Table 4- Results of comparison of clinical features, epigenetic variables and clinical scales between
refractory and respondent groups
Refractory

Responder

(n=23)

(n=26)

N(%)

N(%)

χ2Yates

p

10(47,6)

1(4,2)

*

0,0027

9 (40,9)

10(38,5)

0,05

0,82

17 (77,3)

22 (84,6)

*

0,58

6 (27,3)

6 (23,1)

0,01

0,93

8 (36,4)

6 (23,1)

0,22

0,64

Pregnancy smoking

1(4,5)

2 (7,7)

*

1,00

Pregnancy alcohol use

0 (0)

1 (3,8)

2,523

0,471

Pregnancy exaggerated coffee consumption

3 (13,6)

6 (23,08)

*

0,46

Pregnancy illicit drugs use

4 (18,18)

3 (11,54)

*

1,00

Childbirth site (hospital)

16 (72,7)

16 (61,54)

0,203

0,904

Childbirth type (eutocic)

17 (77,3)

21 (80,8)

*

0,403

Forceps use

2 (9,09)

0 (0)

2,321

0,509

Childbirth medical occurrence

8 (36,4)

6 (23,08)

0,20

0,659

Premature childbirth

2 (9,09)

1 (3,8)

*

0,607

Post-childbirth medical occurrence

4 (18,18)

2 (7,7)

*

0,39

Mother with emotional problems on pregnancy

8 (36,4)

8 (30,8)

0,04

0,85

Mean (SD)

Mean (SD)

t

p

7,45(4,44)

6,67 (5,24)

0,547

0,587

20 (11,5;20;27)

6,5 (3;6,5;9,25)

**

<0,001

13,5 (6,46)

17,0 (8,82)

1,524

0,135

22,27 (10,55)

25,46 (12,63)

0,924

0,361

23,95 (7,04)

32,17 (9,42)

3,324

0,002

10,32 (7,88)

15,17 (10,45)

1,764

0,085

Chronic Course

a

Familial History of OCD

b

Familial History of Psychiatric Disorders
Familial History of Tic Disorders

b

b

Analysis

Epigenetic factors b
Pregnancy related events

d

BABS

Family Accommodation Index

b

Obsessive-compulsive age at onset b
OCD duration

b

Age of treatment onset

b

Period of time to start treatment b

Legend- * Fisher’s Exact Test; ** Mann-Whitney Test (U=64,5)-Median rate and quartiles are presented; a-Refractory=21
and Responder=24; b-Refractory=22 and responder=26; c-Refractory=23 and responder=25; d-Refractory=21 and
responder=26; SD, Standard Deviation; OCD, Obsessive-compulsive Disorder; OCS, Obsessive-compulsive Symptoms;
BABS, Brown Assessment of Beliefs Scale.

Table 5 – Logistic regression analysis results of variables associated to OCD refractoriness.
Variable

Coefficient

95%Confidence Interval

(SE)

p

Odds Ratio

Sexual/religious dimension

1,66 (0,824)

0,044

0,19

(0,038 – 0,954)

YBOCS sores of severity

0,198 (0,058)

0,001

1,22

(1,087 – 1,367)

3,03(1,37)

0,027

20,72

(1,42 – 303,32)

0,423(0,162)

0,009

1,527

(1,111 – 2,097)

OCD intrinsic Factors *

OCD extrinsic factors**
Socio-economic class
Family Accommodation
Index

Legend: SE- Standard Error; OCD-Obsessive-compulsive disorder; YBOCS-Yale-Brown Obsessive-compulsive
Scale; *Variable entered in step 1: YBOCS scores of severity; variable entered in step 2: Sexual/religious
dimension; ** Variable entered in step 1: Family Accommodation Index; variable entered in step 2: socioeconomic class

